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Robot club captures
national championship
by Steve J. Pustelnyk
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Robotics Club
added another notch to UCF's
academic standing this past
weekend with a first-place
win in the first National
W a 1king
Machine
competition held in Fort
Collins, Colo.
The event was sponsored
by Colorado State University
and pitted three schools
against each other: UCF, the
University of Maryland and
Colorado State. Penn State
entered but withdrew for
financial and technical
reasons.
"It was fabulous," said
Steve Langley, president of
the club. "It made all the
universities aware of UCF.
Next year they'll know who
they have to beat. There was
a lot of pride involved,"
The competition began
Friday, April 17, with a
static competition, where
judges evaluated each
machine for aestetics,

safety, design, appearance
and overall innovation. The
judging was followed by a
technical presentation and
the presentation of a 30-page
paper which included cost
breakdown.
Saturday was the actual
machine
mobiltiy
competition. The machines
were set up on a course and
made to walk a straight line.
UCF was the only school to
pass the test.
Colorado State's robot took
one step and failed.
Maryland's machine could
move, but the controls were
very prirnative. "They had to
re-wire after every step,"
Lang1ey sa1'd •
UCF's robot not only
walked the straight line, but
continued on up three stairs.
"We were far superior,"
Langley
said.
"Their
machines were not designed
to even attempt to climb up
stairs."
"We showed them what
they are going to have to do
next year," he added.
Three students apd a_

Donna Callowav/Centrol Florido Future

Members of the UCF Robotics Club demonstrate their walking machine Tuesday,
following their triumphant return from the national walking machine championships.

faculty advisor attended the
competition. The team
consisted of Langley, the
mechanical engineer on the
project, Marty McKnight,
electrical engineer, Doug
Lattmen, computer engineer
and Art Litka, faculty
advisor to the group. "I
extend
my
gr.eatest

appreciation for all the effort
put forth by all the
indivduals who dedicated
themselves to this program,"
Langley said.
The competition was held
to promote interdisciplinary
cooperation, which Langley
said was the key to UCF's
success. He indicated that

UCF's combination of
engineering disciplines was
much greater than the other
schools present. ''We had a
lot of help from a lot of
different people," he said.
UCF's biggest problem was
facilties. While Langley
SEE ROBOT PAGE 7

UCF asbestos level acceptable;
according to university report
detection limits, which is .001
fibres per cubic centimeters. The
results of the in-depth
The word "asbestos" strikes investigation showed that there
fear into many people's minds. is no health threat of asbestos on
It has been proven that asbestos, campus.
Conducted one year ago, the
as it breaks down and is
inhaled, causes cancer. It can be investigation incorporated the
found in a variety of places: use of highly sensitive air
brake pads for cars, protective filtering devices. After testing
suits worn by firefighters and in areas containing asbestos for a
various buildings on UCF's 12-hour period, air samples were
campus.
studied and results were
According to a report compiled.
When asbestos gets old, it
conducted by ATC, Inc., an
Alabama-based company, 11 of begins to break down and fibres
the 32 buildings inspected on float in the air. When these
campus showed traces of fibres are breathed, they can
asbestos, used mostly as pipe cause serious lung damage,
including cancer.
insulation.
Bill Morris, UCF's safety
The inspection of all state
universities in Florida, showed director, explained: "Since our
that all concentrations of university is fairly new, it is
also fairly clean of asbestos.
asbestos at UCF were below the
by Christopher Steely
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Chris Sleelev/Centrol Flo!iQ.o Future

Pipes with asbestos insulation still dot the UCF
campus. These particular pipes are in the
Utility Plant.

Now that we know about it, it will
be taken care of before it becomes
hazardous."
The asbestos that is on campus
is encapulated (covered with a
protective material) and covers
pipes located in basement rooms
and mechanical rooms. Some of
the buildings containing
asbestos include the utility plant,
biological science building, the
library and the computer center.
The next step, according to
Morris, is to get rid of the
asbestos and replace it with
another
insulating material.
The Board of Regents of the State
University System will hire a
company to begin the process
sometime this summer.

UCF's Manning to visit China
---~---=---------------------by Tracy Enlow
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

lin. There is also a three-night stay in
Hong Kong. The tour group will depart
from San Fransisco on June 18 and will
return on July 10. The $2, 795 fee includes
round-trip transportation, hotels and
meals.
Other expenses such as passport fees,
UCF tuition and independent travel expen e are not included in the above
amount. There i an optional three-day e. ten ion to Taiwan for an additional 350.
SEE CHINA PAGE 8

KNIGHT'S BASEBALL
In this issue there is a special pull out section on
UCF s baseba I team Tum to the midd e section
for more informat on
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Attack victim accused
of lying about incident
Staff Report

John Flaherty, adding, SJ:t's
been confirmed that there
- - - - - - - - - - - - were students 20 feet from the
Tufts
University spot" where Kremer says he
administrators say they now was assaulted about 12:15
suspect a student, who said a.m. Feb. 18, and that no one
he was beaten in a racially saw or heard anything.
motivated attack Feb. 18,
Kremer says he was
may have been lying.
kicked, beaten and called
The student filed a suit "Nigger lover," "Jew Boy
against the school April 14 and "Pinko" behind a
for questioning his story.
campus chapel. Nearby,
Tufts officials will not police say, some students
comment on the case, but were painting the campus
filed disciplinary charges cannon to advertise a ski
against Ian Kremer, who, weekend.
they say, was lying when he "The chapel abuts the path
claimed he was attacked in (Kremer) was on," Flaherty
February by "three or four" says.
white males.
"He says he was pursued past
Kremer's story prompted that cannon. The painters
anti-racist demonstrations never saw or heard anything
on campus, and was cited by
Flaherty maintains "one
several
news
media of (the cannon painters)
accounts as evidence of knew Kremer and would
growing racism on many have recognized him," while
American campuses.
Kremer insists that the view
But after an investigation from the cannon to the attack
of the incident, Tufts site is "obstructed."
President Jean Meyer
Kremer stands by his
likened Krerner's story to story, adding, "The fact that
"crying fire in a crowded they're investigating me
theater where there is no instead of the attack is
fire."
unfortunate.
Meyer then scheduled a ''Tufts, although it is very
disciplinary hearing for liberal, it doesn't free us of
Kremer to take place "within the problems of prejudice."
two
weeks,"
says
Sherman says he asked
spokeswoman Rose Marie Tufts to appoint an outside
Van Camp.
investigator,
but
In reply, Kremer said it's administrators refused.
"unfortunate" Tufts has William Labovitz, a Tufts
filed formal -disciplinary Daily editor, says Kremer's
charges against him, and "always been a sort of
then sued.
outspoken guy," and has told
His suit alleges the stories previously about
university, Meyer, a campus being called names.
paper, the chief of campus That may be why some
police and a detective tried to people don't believe him,
silence him with their Labovitz says.
charges, thus violating his
However, some people
civil rights.
thought Mayer had "jumped
Kremer's attorney, Robert the gun" by stating publicly
Sherman, says those named he didn't believe it, Labovitz
in his suit showed "willful adds.
and reckless disregard for
truth" and "impugned Mr.
Kremer says he was
Kremer's integrity."
politically active last year,
"I have reached no but has stuck to writing this
conclusions," says Detective year.
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

Army ROTC Cadets attempt to_overcome a water obstacle on the leadership reaction
course, attended recently at Fort Benning, GA

•

Army ROTC honors 23 cadets
by Timothy A. Pirlo

attending UCF: an education and a
commission in the United States Army.
The end of the semester marks an activityfilled schedule. Cadets participated .in a
Ranger Challenge meet m Oc~1~ N ab~nal
Forest an~ most re~ently, partlClpated I~ a
Leadership Reaction Course and Rifle
Qualification Course at Fort Benning, Ga.
In addition to the training, the cadets
attended their a~nual mi~itary ball, held
this year at th~ ~rport Holiday Ir_m.
The most s1gn1ficant accomphshment of
the past semester was the activation
ceremony which elevated the UCF program
to H~~t Status. This is important because it
allows the ~chc(1 ) to offer three- and fouryear scholarships, in additfon to the twoyear scholarships previously offered.

SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Th e Army ROTC Fighting Knights
Battalion recently held its spring awards
ceremony and honored 23 of its cadets.
The battalion will commission the cadets
at the rank of second lieutenant. On May 1,
Paul Bronzovich Edward Daes, Robert
Glisson, Timothy' Holloway, Drew Moores,
Timothy Pirlo, James Rogers and Michael
Santana will be commissioned.
Several others will be commissioned after
the summer and fall semesters and then
will attend the Officers Basic Training
Course (OBC) for their assigned branch.
Cadets from Seminole and Valencia
Community Colleges were also in
attendance.
Dr. Leslie L. Ellis a UCF professor and Until the change in status, UCF ROTC was
an extension of Stetson. Univer.sity in
administrator, was the guest speaker.
Ellis spoke on inventoring the assets that Deland. The new status will also mcrease
the cadets have accumulated while
the faculty and staff that supports ROTC.

Social work pays off student loans
by Susan Skorupa
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Students who want to "do
,good" after graduation may
get a break in repaying their
student loans if two new bills

N

.
1

If you have a newsclip to
submit, mail it one week in
advance to: The Central
Florida Future, Box 25000,
Orlando, Fl 32816.

pass through Congress.
Harvard's
John
F.
Kennedy
School
of
Government
raised
eyebrows two weeks ago
when it said it would forgive
all or part of the loans of
grads who choose to go into

August 1986, suggests
unauthorized university
administrators used the
fund for cashing checks,
personal advances, IOUs
and loans.
In June 1986, a UMN
comptroller issued a memo
stipulating such use t>f
funds -- except by upper-level
administrators -- violated
university policy, but the
investigation shows the
practices continued.
An audit report synopsis
says, "There was no audit
trail to determine the cause
of the shortage and the
controls were not adequate to
assign responsibility for it."

• SURPLUS EQUIPMENT
There will be a a sealed bid
sale of surplus equipment on
Apr. 27 and 28 from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. at UCF's Shipping
and Receiving building.
I terns offered for bid
include four vehicles, light
fixtures,
electronic and
computer related equipment,
typewriters and many other
miscellaneous items.
Bide forms will be
available at the inspection
ite.
• $90 MILLION LAWSUIT
C 11 Ken Dedering at 281- Brentwood Instruments,
50 4 for any questions. The Inc. of Torrance, Calif., is
ale i open to the public.
suing the university, a
professor and a former grad
student
for breach of
agreement, fraud and
damage to the business's
name.
The
uit claims the

"community service" jobs
after graduation.
The theory was that
students, often graduating
thousands of dollars in debt,.
will pass by lower-paying
SEE LOANS PAGE 6

defendents
published
misleading evaluations of
Brentwood's Spiroscan 100
pulmonary function testing
machine,
which
was
manufactured according to
1979 American· Thoracic
Society standards.
Brentwood's lawyers say
the evaluation was based on
1986 standards, thus the
Spiroscan
compared
unfavorably with other
equipment on the
market.
• FUND MISMANAGEMENT
A state auditor's report
concludes that UCSB
officials did not follow
university fiscal controls
and mismanaged more than
$800,000 in funds during the
last six years.
Part
of
the
mismanagement stems
from repairs to the home of
Chancellor
Robert
Huttenback, who recently
was arrested and charged
with 12 felony counts

stemming in part from the
home inprovements.
The report also criticized
over $100,000 in unaccounted
payments
to
campus
consultants, misuse of UCSB
Foundation funds and poor
business practices.
• DEAVER RESIGNS
Former White House deputy
chief of staff Michael K.
Deaver, who is awaiting trial
of charges stemming from
his lobbying efforts after
leaving the White House,
resigned as chief fundraiser
because of his legal
problems, say foundation
officials.
The foundation hopes to
raise $80 million over five
years for the Reagan library
and public affairs center to be
based at Berkeley.
Deaver's replacements are
publishing magnate Walter
Annenberg and Hollywood
executive Lew Wasserman,
friends of Reagan.

•SPACE GENERATION
Advisors to the founding
conference
of
the
International
Space
University Project incll;lde
Harvard President Derek
Bok and MIT President Paul
Gray.
Space
Generation
Foundation
Inc.,
a
Washington, D.C.-based
non-profit group recently
held the Project's first
conference to gather top
graduate students from
around the world to hear
leading scientists, engineers
and others in space-related
fields.
The groups plans a threemonth session at MIT in the
summer of 1988, where as
many as 100 students will
help promote international
teamwork in space research.
Delegates for the first
session were from Canada,
the U.S., European nations,
India, Japan, the USSR and
the Peoples Republic of
China.
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Classifieds
Call Mike

Your key to the future

at 275-2601

GOING HOME or on VACATION?

Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
Heaven Knows We Need Them Here.
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Call Maureen at (305) 678-5717 for
Lowest price airline reservations, cars,
hotels and Amtrak. Great package tours
- Europe, Jamaica etc.

• •

·. : . . ~

Reserve NOW for Thanksgiving and X-Mas!

§
~·

WE HAVE ONLY
GOOD THINGS
TOSAYABOUT
CANCER OF
THE COLON. ·
If d :..tected early,
the cure rate for
colorectal cancer is
very high.
Because we now
know how to detect
it early. And we
know how to fight it
once we detect it.
Write us for our
simple checkup
guidelines.

I

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATH_O LIC CHURCH

Extra

Sat. Vigil Mass 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

•

q~Space

LrQ
Storage

6493 East Colonial (Hwy 50}
Orlando, FL 32807 • 281-4144

~

Master Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday 7:00 P.M.

to Downtown 3/4M

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

en

11)

3
0
0

AMERICAN

~ CANCER

:s

WELCOME

~ SOCIETY~

..

E-W
Expressway

To

(j)
0

c:
11)
:J

0
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•

Airport

Get a checkup. Life is worth it.

•
•

•

•
•

•

Come and experience the woodsy charm.

..

Prices include these features:
•
•
•
•

Full-Size Washer & Dryer
Refrigerator
Dishwasher
Range

• Paddle Fan
• Mini & Vertical Blinds
• Builder will pay for title
insurance

• Builder will pay four points for the
mortgage amount towards closing costs
• Builder will provide a 10-year
"Home Buyers Warranty"

Within walking distance from UCF

Affordable pr"ces start in the low 50's
2 & 3 Bedrooms
CALL 275-9100

LOKANOTSA TR

HWY50

•
•

•
23. 1987.

•

U.S. protesters dw"ndle;

Term Paper

WASTE LA

D

local protesters still turnout
Staff Report

•

COLLEGE P~ESS SERVICE

Save Yourself·
Leave it to Executive Support Centers, Inc.

EXECUTNE
SUPPORT

CENTERS, ~NC.
(Located In The Central Florida Research Park)

275·6455

While national demonstrations and
protests have drawn smaller crowds of
students than last year, activists say
students in certain areas of the country are
still turning out in big numbers.
On April 6, for example, 5,000 California
college students converged on Sacramento
for a march to the statehouse protesting cuts
in state financial aid.
General Assembly Speaker Willie Brown
called the demonstration the "biggest rally
since the Vietnam War."
By contrast, only 600 students showed up in
Washington, D.C., to protest federal student
aid cuts, when in recent years thousands
came to lobby.
The week before the big march in
Sacramento, an anti-war group called No
Business As Usual and the Committee in
Solidarity with the People of El Salvador both
attracted sparse crowds to pre-arranged
raU ies.
And the American Committee on Africa's
(ACA) annual "Weeks of Action" from
March 21 to April 6, which last spring led to
pro~ .ests on scores of campuses and tense
confrontations between protestors, police
and conservative student groups, unfolded
with smaller scale protests at Penn State,
Portland State, the State University of New
York at Albany, Wabash (Ind.) College,
Texas, North Carolina and Florida
Atlantic.
The ACA's Josh Nessen says the antiapartheid movement has shifted focus from
campuses- many of which have sold their
shares in firms that do business in South
Africa- to ''hitting the companies directly."
Activists- some of them studentsprotested outside Johnson & Johnson

headquarter , and built shanties" outside
Citibank offices in New York, Chicago and
Baltimore during the "Weeks of Action,
essen says.
This year, Nessen adds, students are
"linking anti-apartheid work and struggles
against domestic racism."
Although they ' ere not drawn by any
organized efforts, students at Michigan and
Columbia, for instance, ha e held rallies
and sit-ins to draw attention to racial
tensions on their campuses.
"Between 500 and 600 students protested
what some are calling a racially motivated
fight" that took place two weeks ago on
campus, reports Columbia spokesman
Henry Fuhrmann.
In addition, 23 people, including Columbia
students, were arrested for sitting in at a
police station. The group was protesting the
same fight, which activists called an
"attack" on eight black students.
Some observers suggest students are no
less socially aware this year, but that they're
just more interested in recent issues like the
breakdowns in racial relations and tuition
increases.
"There are no (anti-apartheid) shanties
here this year," reports Vern Lamplot of the
University of Arizona. Instead, "students
are focusing on pocketbook issues."
UA students seem most upset by state
budget cuts that have forced the school to cut
back on the number of courses it offers, to
propose raising tuition by 10 percent and
reduce certain campus services.
When the library was forced to close
earlier to save money, 3,500 students "sat in
and outside (the library) 'til 5 a.m.," reports
student Sen. Randy Udelman. "We got some
hours back."
Still, the U.S. Student Association CUSSA)

SEE ACTIVISTS PAGE 9

ORLANDO'S

SUZUKI
HEADQUARTERS

$UPER $AVER $ALE
YOU CAN NOW BUY A BRAND NEW '87
SUZUKI SAMURAI 4 x 4 STANDARD
CONVERTIBLE FOR ONLY!

r---------------PRESENT THIS
COUPON
WHEN YOU COME IN,
AND GET A FREE
SAMURAI BIKINI TOP

WITH YOUR
PURCHASE

~----------------J

5

$

.00

PER MO.
"PURCHASE"

Sale Price of $7,264
60 mos,
9.99% APR $99.00
per month.
$2,528.77 down plus
tag, tax, fees, Total
deferred $8991.96.
Sale price includes
freight.
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Department of Education to
promote
the
current
FROM PAGE 3
program,"
Ludlam
explains. "We're contacting
civic jobs for jobs that pay universities, student groups
more, and thus help them and nonprofits to promote
rep.ay their loans faster.
this option, and trying to
Harvard's law school- as build a national promotional
well as law schools at Yale, campaign ..,
.
Columbia and Stanford- Ludlam and Bumpers
have similar "forgiveness" think more students would
programs.
go to work for nonprofit
The new bills, if passed, groups if they knew they
would open the programs up could get a break on their
to all students across the loans.
·country.
.
''We don't think students
"The rich scho.ols can offer are unwilling to participate
loan deferment without in the program, we just don't
government support, and a think many know about it,"
few are big enough to offer · Ludlam says. "And they
loan forgiveness," says need to know about it early
Chuck Ludlam, an aide to in their college careers, so
Sen. Dale Bumpers (D- they can look at the deferred
Ark.), who introduced the positions as employment
new bills last week.
possibilities"
"But only a few (schools) The
Department of
have the financial means Education estimates as little
for it," he notes, "so we're as one percent of the money it
trying to help out the others." loans each year to students
One bill would direct the goes to graduates who are
U. S.
Department
of working for nonprofit
Education to promote an organizations.
·
While schools submit
existing program which lets
students defer repaying their yearly loan status reports,
loans for up to three years if all loan defermentsthey're working in low-paid including those for graduate
positions with nonprofit, tax work, mi Ji tary service,
exempt
charitable unemployment and public
organizations.
service- are lumped
The second bill would to·gether. ·
·
excuse students from · ."But the program has been
repaying part of their loans in existence for seven years,
if they work for nonprofit, and hardly anyone uses it,"
charitable groups. The plan Ludlam says.
enh ances a program in the
"First, people · don't know
1986 Higher Education Act, about it. They see their loan
wh ich par ti ally forgiv-es burdens growing, and feel
loan s t o students who enter they have to take jobs that pay
the Peaee Corps or VISTA
a lot of money when they
''The first bill directs the
graduate.
·

LOANS

GRADUATING BUSINESS SENIORS!

PRUDENTIAL HAS EXPANDED!
America's largest insurance and financial
servk.e company has opened a new office in South Orlando and has openings
for multi-level agents and registered
representatives. An excellent opportunity
with extensive financial product line, excellent benefits and training program. For
a confidential interview. call Mike Richter
at (305) 857-1371.

· The Prudential @iii
..._.....
An Eq ua l Opp ortunit y Employe r

~~idaState
UNl\ERSITY

EARN A MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
DEGREE AT
FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
The MJ\cc program at FSU is a 33 semester hour program that can
becompleted in one calendar year by most students who have a
baccalaureate degree in accounting or equivalent coursework. The
program offers the following advantages:

• A nationally recognized program
•Prepares students for a variety of
careers in accounting
• Qualifies students to sit for the CPA
exam
• Students ma; elect either a tax option
or an accounting/auditing option
• Good job opportunities for graduates
• Begin any semester
• Financial aid a\ ailable for • ·eIJqualified. students
F U i located in the gently rolling hills ofTallahassre. Florida,
n
the beautiful beaChes of the GUlf Of fexico, making it a
pl
nt place to hve and study.

For information contact: Department of Accounting - GS

College of Business
Florida state University
Tallahassee FL 32306
(904) 644-2771

"Then, if they do know
about the program, they don't
know
the
terms
of
compliance. They don't
know who they can work for
to qualify, and because the
Department of Education
literature always mentions
deferment for 'volunteer'
work, students think they
can't get the deferment if they
take a job that. pays any
salary."
Financial aid . experts,
however, aren't sure students
would respond even if they
knew about it.
Cleveland State University
Aid Director William
Bennett, for one, thinks
students are so far in debt
that they may "do good" just
to avoid bankruptcy after
graduation.
"If we continue to push loan
programs as a way to pay for
education," he says, "loan
indebtedness will be so great,
students may have no
recourse but to work in lowpaying public service jobs to
reduce loans or stave off the
repayment cycle until they
can get a better paying job."
But others say pushing the
program won't make it more
attractive.
"I don't think increased
publicity will make a lot of
difference," says Faye
Chance, University of
Tennessee student loan
officer. "Currently, that
option is noted on all of our
financial aid promissory
notes, and covered in both
entrance and outgoing
interviews for all financial
aid students.

From earth. the sun appears 600,000 times b righter
than the full mon. Even so, as far as stars go, the
sun ahs a less than average luminosity
(brightness) . The star Rigel in the constellation
Orion hes been measured at being 60,000 times
brighter than our sun. The star Eta Carinae may
even be a whooping 4 million times brighter than
good old sol!
Service provided by The Society of Physics students

SELF ·SERVICE
COPIES

SC

At ·Kinko's we offer the highest quality copies at a very low
price. Our other services include binding, collating and a
self-serve workspace stl1cked with all the things you need
to put together that project or proposal. Try Kinko 's. For
great copies. And great deals.

kinko•s®
Open early. Open late.
Open weekends.

127 West Fairbanks
(Across from Bailey's)
plenty of off-street lighted
parking

(305) 628-5255
M-F: 7 a.m.-9 p.m.
SAT: 9 a.m .-6 p.m.
SUN: 12 noon-9 p.m.

Hewlett. .Packard
reinvents the
--calculator.
The new
HP--28C does
things no other
calculator can.
Like algebra and
calculus using vari-ables in letters and
words, such as x, y
and zebra.

•
•

•

It does matrix, vector
and complex number
arithmetic. Plots func-tion and data points.
And solves for any vari-able in any order.
How does the HP.-28C do it? Wi th men us, softkeys and
the largest number of built.-in fu nctions of any calculator
ever.
It isn' t more of the same. It's the reinvention of the
calculator. See it today.

r//dl

HEWLETT

~/!II PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL ~alcc=:!~~er
2914 Corrinne Drive
Orlando, FL 898-0081

•

•

•

.

.
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ROBOT

THE HAIR SHOP

ffj_ Precision
.

..., ~

FROM PAGE 1

Style Cut $9.00

said financial support as
equivalent, he indicated the
other schools had high-tech
machine
shops
and
computer-design soft, are.
"They had the facilities "
he said, adding, "we built
ours in a garage with a file
and a hacksaw."
The robot' which took
approximately five months
to build, is battery powered,
has six legs and a voice
synthesizer. "It probably
speaks better than me,"
Langley said.
Next year's competition is
going to he held in
Mary land, and Langley,
who will be graduating soon,
wants to be sure the club
continues. "Two goals we're
shooting for are trying to
develop a new organization
to take over, making sure the
club continues and to refine
the machine without any
major changes for next
year," Langley said.
"The ovtrall concept of the
machine has proven itself
and with some refinements
should win again next
year."

FULL SERVICE S~LON

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Wlnn·Dlxle Center>.
a.. UNION PARK

WALK-INS WELCOME

282·1700

Dally 9·5 6. Thurs. 'tfl 8

Make A Splash
.•

... and earn extra money!
Join our Sea World Tearn. Enjoyable
full-time, part-time and temporary
seasonal opportunities are now
available at our beautiful marine park.
Immediate openings exist in the
following areas:

e
e
e

FOOD SERVICE
OPERATIONS
MERCHANDISE

•

TICKETS

May 18-25, 1987

''Buckle -Up America''

To apply visit our Employment Center,
1

Monday through Friday, 9 am to 4 pm.
. All these positions start well above
federal & state minimum wage!

May 18·25, 1987

"Buckle Up America"

May 18-25, 1987

May 18·25, 1987

"Buckle Up America" "Buckle Up America"

May 18·25, 1987

May 18·25, 1987

"Buckle Up America" "Buckle Up America"

SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINES

extended

::::~~~=;~~::;.~::::-:~=::

ALUMNI
•

:: :.::::· ;: ~· :.:.:.·: .:.: :.:..;·.· ·. .:........ ·: .... ·-: :,. =.·:·: ••·• ·:·: :··:-:_:::·,:;-~:::-;~;:: .::•••:. :·:= :::.~.;:,:.:.:;.::::.:.::.·: ••• =:·:~:.: ••:: :·.·. ;.·:·.·.· .·:.-.:.:::.:-::.:·•.•;: •• :·.··· •.•••••

: ·: .... ·:·:··· :·.·.;,.;. .... • . . •••••• •• •.

$3,400 - Available from UCF .Alumni
.Association. Apply by May 1.5th for:

Alumni Fellowship Award - three scholarships of·$800 each to students with at
least a 3.0 GPA, a well rounded background of campus activities, community
involvement and/or work experience. · A scholarship will be awarded to a
freshmen, a sophomore and ·asenior who is coming back to UCF for graduate
work.
Millican Scholarship - $1,000 is awarded to a UCF student with a Junior class
standing. The candidate must have an overall average of at least 3.0. The
candidate should show service to the university via.clubs, honorary organizations,
Student Government, etc. Also, there should be evidence of service to the
community via job, volunteer work, service projects etc.
Plus you may still apply or nominate others for the Distinguished Student Award
(Plaque) - the honored student for this award must have made outstanding
achievements in at least one of the following areas:
(a) Scholarship (b) Athletics (c) Social Services, Religious Activities and Campus
Government (d) Creative and Performing Arts, and must have been a full-time
student in 1986-87 academic year. A preference will be given to senior students.
For information or application, please contact the Alumni Office at 2233,
Administration Building 395-0.
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CHINA
FROM PAGE 1

Classifieds
Your key to the future

Call Mike at 27 5-260 l

REPORTERS NEEDEDI
Call 27 5-2865 for more info. The Central
Florida Future.

"Participants in the study l - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - tour come from all over the
United States," Manning
said. "The majority are
from Florida. And while the
program is open to students,
few seem to be aware of that
opportunity."
I
Manning will be making
Student
Legal
Services
provides
her fifth trip to China with
students with an assistance in selected
this tour. She would like to
areas of law such as landlord/tenant,
ALAFAYA
dispell the myths that
consumer,
non-criminal traffic and
surround communist China,
uncontested dissolutions. You can
and instead, educate people
receive attorney consultation and
to the beauties and benefits of
representation free of charge to
studying man's oldestz~
qualified
students. Call 275-2538 or
living culture.
stop by SC 210 for more information or
"Many people are afraid to
an appointment.
go to China because it is a
communist country," she
said. "Only about 10 percent
of the country's inhabitants
Problems with?
Need?
are
card-carrying
communists. The only
difference between the
Landlords?
A Will?
Chinese and the Americans
is that they don't have the
Insurance?
Name Change?
freedoms we have."
Manning
has
been
Contracts?
Uncontested
in-strumental
in
3651 Alaf aya Trail • 366-8825
establishing
relations
Police?
Dissolution?
between UCF and China.
UCF instigated a program
similar to the sister-city 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - program that was set up
between Orlando and the
oriental city of Guilin in
1985. This sister-university
program allows teachers
and students to experience
each other's culture.
"Unlike some European
countries, the oriental people
are very friendly, especially
to Americans," Manning
said. "They want to meet
Americans. They want to
learn English.
"China
has
made
herculean strides in the last
few years. In 1980, it was a
primitive culture. Watching
China transform into a
modern culture, while still
retaining its art and values
is fascinating."

STUDENT
LEGAL SERVICES

ALAFAYA
MINI-STORAGE

leaving for Summer?

Leave worry FREE!
.

Store with us.

May 18-25, 1987

"Buckle Up America"

t

Q

Amen.can
Heart
Association

•

23. 987. 9

elsewhere, sponsored by groups like the
Progressive Student Organization at the
University of linnesota.
At the Twin Cities campus, business senior
John Crabath, 32, says: "The PSO gets
stronger every year. Last quarter's
demonstration as the biggest ever."
Overall, though, Crabath sees smaller
movements absorbing activistin the '80s
than he saw in the '60s.
"There are so many special-interest
groups now, everyone' s much more
interested in their own problems," he says.
Ken Iglehart, news director at Johns
Hopkins University, says student activism
there is "holding steady" and that a "small
group keeps the momentum up" for the antiapartheid movement.
"Three to four years ago you might have
noticed a slight increase in awareness of
South African issues," he adds. "It's almost
as if it reminded students that
demonstration was an option for them."
Chris Page, a reporter for the Sacramento
Bee, says she covered last week's 5,000student march soon after the paper ran a
story about how apolitical students had
become.

ACTIVISTS

•

FROM PAGES

has found it hard to stir much interest
among students in a "pocketbook issue" like
· the proposed cuts in federal student aid
Sunday
programs.
USSA, which drew 7 ,000 students to its
"National Student Lobby Day" in 1983 to
protest far less drastic cuts than President
Reagan has proposed this year, attracted 400
r,!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~.--i students in March.
The National Student Roundtable got 200
students to attend its anti-cuts rally and
lobbying effort the week before.
USSA President Thomas Swan thinks it
may be because USSA itself focuses almost
exclusively on aid issues, foresaking the
group's broader past involvement in issues
ranging from abortion to the Vietnam War.
Students may be less raclical these days
because they "are not seeing their friends
and brothers come back in body bags," he
notes.
We are a large nationwide
N-a tional issues still hold an appeal,
investment banking firm seeking
however. Last week, 60 activists went on
highly motivated graduates from all
trial for protesting a CIA recruiting visit
majors to train as account executives.
tohe University of Massachusetts at Amherst
This is your first step towards
last November.
"The activists are still out there," she
becoming a stock broker. Potential
Anti-CIA
protests are cropping up concludes .

COLLEGE GRADUATES

Build A Sound
Career As A
Stockbroker

•

eranings of more than $100,000 or more
a year. To qualify, you must qccept our
training program, become licensed and
have a college degree (or be scheduled
to graciuate by July.)
To see if you qualify, please call :

Tim Bogdany (B.A. '84)
(305) 339-7004
Start building a solid imancial career with us...today.

,

rn18)UMJ'f"J..~'co.
INCORPORATED

Investment Bankers
Member NASD

a SIPC

-------~----- · "WE'RE GOING TO CANCEL
.

The Federal Government Says ...

ALL YOUR FINANCIAL AID!"
Student Government is fighting back ... but we need your help! Attend our Press
Conference Tuesday, April 28 in the President's Board Room to discuss how we can keep
over $10,000,000 in Financial Aid that most U.C.F. students receive. U.C.F. stands to lose over
one-third of its students ... one of them could be you. Be there or be broke!

Hell No, we Can't go ...
to class if Student financial
Aid is Cut.
I am against the
propo.sed cuts in Federal
Financial Aid for higher
Educatio.n.

Student Name

Address
County

·----------·
Signature

tudent Government... "\\ e 're working for YOU!'

U.C.F.
Just Say No to Feder a I
Financial Aid Cuts.

We have already collected almost 2000 of these
forms to send lo Washington ...but we still need
your support. Rll out this form
and return it to the KIOSK
today. 5 minutes of your
time could be worth ALL
your Financial Aid!

10, 1he Central Florida FutU'e.
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"BOW I MADE 818,000
·nacoLLEDE
BY WORKING WEEKENDS."
. . . . . . . -r.,,;
-

,....

,.It

I

'"~

.

\

~

~

When my friends and I graduated
from high school, we all took part-time
jobs to pay for college.
They ended up in car washes and
hamburger ]·01.nts, puttt.ng 1·n long hours
.(. l1•ttle pay.
10r
Not me. My job takes just one
Weekend a month and tWO Weeks a year.
Yet, I'm earning $18,000 for college.
Because I joined my local Army
National Guard.
They're the people who help our
state during emergencies like hurricanes and floods. They're also ·an
important part of our country's military
defense.
So, since I'm helping them do such
an important job, they're helping me
make it through school.

As soon as I finished Advanced
Training, the Guard gave me a cash
bonus of $2,000. Then, under the New
GI Bill, I'm getting another $5,000 for
tuition and books.
Not to mention my monthly Army
Guard paychecks. They'll add up to
more than $11,000 over the six years
I'm in the Guard.
And if I take out a college loan, the
. Guard will help me pay it back-up to
$1,500 a year, plus interest.
It all adds up to $18,000-or more
-for college for just a little of my time.
And that's a heck of a better deal than
any car wash will give you.
THE GUARD CAN HELP PUT
YOU THROUGH COLLEGE, TOO.
SEE YOUR LOCAL RECRUITER
FOR DETAILS, CALL TOLL-FREE
800-638-7600;1= OR MAIL THIS
COUPON.
*In Hawaii : 737-5255: Puerto Rico: 721-4550; Guam: 477-9957: Virgin Islands
(St. Croix): 773-6438; New Jersey: 800-452-5794. In Alaska. consult your local
phone directory.
c 1985 United States Government as represented by the Secretary of Defense.
All rights reserved .

r

MAIL TO~~y~ational Guard,

p_o~: 600~Clifton, NJ 070~ 1

ADDRESS
CITY/ STATE/ ZIP
-:-==-:--=-=-=-::::--::-:-:-~---- US CITIZEN. 0 YES 0 NO

AREA CODE

PHONE

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

BIRTH DATE

OCC PATION
ST DENT 0 HIGH SCHOOL 0 COLLEGE
PRIOR MILITARY SERVICE 0 YES 0 NO
RANK

AFM / MOS

National Guard

Army ~!!!!~!I Guard

• RICH POLAK FEATURE-p.3
• GAME SCORE CARDS-p.3
• KNIGHTS UNE-UP-p.4

Can Knights edge FSU?
International University
this weekend, the Knights
SPORTS EDITOR
slid further by bowing to
Stetson 15-7 Tuesday night.
In their previous two
If ever the Knights (28-22)
needed a flicker of hope, a meetings this year in
ray of sunshine, it is now. Tallahassee, the Seminoles
UCF faces, with teardrops of defeated UCF, 12-4 and 4-3.
a three game losing streak With this in mind the
in their eyes, a team ranked Knights will try to block
in the top ten nationally, a disappointing memories of
· team who they've only beaten games past and concentrate
once in ten meetings, the on the games in the near
team from Florida State who future.
"We're in a position now
have added only darkness to
the Knights' mediocre were we can upset people,"
Scott Underwood said, "they
season.
Tonight, at 7 p.m. at the may look past us and we
UCF Baseball Complex, UCF may surprise them."
A surprise it would be
will not only have to deal
with their own weaknesses indeed.
FSU holds a record of 38Donna Calloway/Central Florida Future but they will also have t~
11. In the first game of the
handle
FSU's
powerful
play.
Odie Koehnke tags the runner out at second and goes for
After surrendering two series, the Seminoles held
a double play to first.
games
to
Florida UCF to six hits and four
by Kathy Johnson

,

runs. Junior Richie Lewis
sent 12 Knights back to the
dugout in the romping.
Here comes the sun.
Lewis was scheduled to
pitch against the Knights, but
thanks to exams, classes
and whatever, Lewis is
unable to make the trip. Not
to say scheduled starting
pitcher Chris Pollack is
pushover, but facing him as
opposed to facing a man who
has lost but one game this
year, should send a sigh of
relief through the UCF lineup.
In the second game of the
series UCF lost by a mere
run. Behind the powerful
pitching of Brian Ahern, the
Knights put a little fear into
the Seminoles.
SEE KNIGHTS PAGE 3

quirks control players'quivers
Baseball
players
are
a
superstitious, paranoid bunch.
Take UCF centerfielder Jose Soto
for example.
"My first time up to bat , I put a dip
of Copenhagen in my mouth," Soto
says. "If I don't get a hit, I don't put a
dip in next time. But as long as I
keep getting hits, I keep putting a dip
in before I get up to bat ."
So what else does Jose do ifhe goes
hitless?
"I throw out my sanitaries." (thin
socks worn over the thick socks) "I
go out and buy a new pair for the next
gam~."

Jose is doing more dipping this
year than shopping. Going into

.

Tuesday's game he held a .405
batting average with nine home
runs. Wonder if he might have worn
out those sanitaries during his
recent 19-game hitting streak?
Then there's sophomore pitcher
Rich Polak, who won't shave on
game day. On days that Polak is the
starting home pitcher, he treats
himself to a ham and cheese on
SEE QUIRKS PAGE 3

The Knights

vs

'---__.;:-.mi=---=~....-....;;;.;...iliiliiiii......;;..a.::..::.:.:::!!!!!~~-L~-....:._-_:_ __J
Roland Dube/Central Florida Future

Chase down

This UCF runner dives safely back to first after a close chase. The Knights
will be seeking a victory tonight against powerful Florida State. Game time
is 7:00 p.m.

The Seminoles

.

UCF's starting line-up

FSU's starting line-up

Pitcher-Brian Ahern- Freshman Ahern holds a 6-7 record with
a 5.05 ERA. He has started In 14 games and has pitched 87. l
Innings. He has 67 strikeouts and 46 base on balls.
Catcher-Carlos Morales- Junior Morales holds the team's
second best batting average with .400. He has played In 42
games with a fielding percentage of .985.
First base-Vince Zawaskl-Junlor Zawaskl is a vetem In-the first
base position. He holds a .986 fielding percentage and has
started In every game. He Is also batting .351with45 RBI and
10 homeruns.
Second base-Bobby Miller- Senior Miiier has started in 42
games at either second or left field. He has a .233 batting
average with 18 RBI.
Third base-Bobby Kiser- Freshman Kiser is batting .349 with
11 homers (one away from the single season school
record). He has 49 RBI and has started In every game.
Shortstop-Odle Koehnke- Senior Koehnke has started In 44
games. He has 43 hits and has scored 50 times. He Is batting
.270 with two homers and 21 RBI. His fielding percentage Is
.933.
Left field-Todd Reese- Junior Reese Is batting .253. He has
14 RBI In his 42 games. His fielding percentage Is .973.
Center field-Jose Soto- Senior Soto has been the heart of
the team. Soto has a .405 batting average, the best on the
team. He has 62 RBI with nine homers and has started In
every game tor the Knights. He also leads the team In stolen
bases with 17.
Right Field-Charlie Frazier- Junior Frazier has played in 33
games. He ls batting .278 with 13 RBI and two homers. His
fielding percentage Is perfect.

Pitcher-Chris Pollack- Senior Pollack Is a southpaw for the
Seminoles. He has a 2.96 ERA and a 5-4 record. He has
pitched 79 Innings striking out 65 and walking 33.
Catcher-Ed Fulton- Junior Fulton Is batting a team high .393
with 15 homers and 54 RBI.
First base-Jose Marzan- Senior Marzan leads the team with'·
50 RBI and 28 stolen bases. He Is batting .339 with 12
homeruns.
Second base-Edwin Allcea- Sopomore Alicea has .931
fielding percentage. He Is batting .335 with 32 RBL 22 stolen
bases and nine homers.
Third base-Don Erickson- Junior Erickson Is batting .276 with
34 RBI. He has three homeruns and eight stolen bases.
Shortstop-Rafael oournlgal- Junior Bournlgal has knocked In
22 runs. He has a .286 batting average with 14 stolen bases .
Left field-Delon Sanders- Sopomore Sanders not only
romes the outfield for FSU but he also is a punt returner for the
football team. He Is batting .262 with 16 RBI and 17 stolen
bases.
Center field-Ronald Lewis- Sopomore Lewis Is batting .239
with no homers and 15 RBI. He has 19 stolen bases. His
fielding percentage is .957.
Right field-Steve Taddeo- Senior Taddeo holds the team's
.second best batting average with .370. He has 32 RBI and 16
stolen bases. His fielding percentage is .968.
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WHEN: Thursday
WHERE: UCF Baseball Complex
TIME: 7:00 pm
Come cheer the UCF baseball team on to a victory against FSU

•

•

Be sure to arrive early and pack the stands
•

•
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Po ak looking for upbeat end to down season
unexpected was absolute. "I pitched
some in high school," Polak said.
"So the coaches put me on the mound
to see what I could do."
Whatever he did, he did it well. In
20 games, he posted a 3-1 record and
a masterful 2.20 ERA. He did not
al1ow a run in his first 10
appearances and his five saves led
the team. Suddenly, the freshman
from the windy city was the bullpen
ace on a pitching staff whose five
best hurlers were seniors. This
kid's label was potential unlimited.
But so far the 1987 season has been
miserably unfulfilling for Polak.
Someone tugged on Superman's
cape and it ripped to the tune of a 6-4
record and an ERA unfit for print.
Oh, he will lean back and politely
term the season a "learning
process," but disorder undeniably
brews inside him. "I've thrown as
hard as I could, but I haven't played
up to par," he said.

BY PAUL OWERS
CENTRAL FLOR DA FUTURE

Rich Polak owes not penny one in
parking tickets. His face does not
grace the walls of any post office
extant. When this guy talks now, he
does not have to apologize later.
Polak's self portrait is as
refreshing as a morning shower.
He is humble, patient, and
cautiously confident. Positive
imagery is his major.
As baffling as it sounds, though, he
now spends time paying for his past.
Polak surfaced from Brother Rice
High School in Oak Lawn, Illinois
as a popular prodigy. He earned two
letters and was named his team's
most valuable player twice. To top
that he collected all-catholic, allarea and all-state honors. All this
as a shortstop.
He then came to UCF anticipating
?
"'.hance to play third base. It was
And so Polak must endure the
'1 that he learned that only the comparisons to his past. The plunge

.

l!ob PHry/CenfTOI Florida Futixe

Rich Polak winds up and delivers a pitch to the opponents. Polak is tht: ·
only starter who returned from last year's squad.
in performance. The slip in team- to end the season on an
statistics. Both do not agree with upbeat angle. It would alleviate
what history says the sophomore some of the pain that this season has
reliever turned starter can do.
brought and "allow me to come out
next season and have a better year."
But for now, Polak will settle for a
Those who truly know Rich Polak
hot streak-from himself and the have no doubts.

Quirks
FROM PAGE l

Toke this score cord to the game tonight to keep
track of the UCF-FSU baffle. The teams will face off
at 7:00 p.m. at the UCF Baseball Complex.
No

PLAYERS

POS

No

PLAYERS

POS

wheat sub. Make that ham
and cheese on wheat with
extra mayonnaise.
Polak, who says he's
struggling this year with a
6-4 record, offers a theory
as to why he might not be
having a better season. Last
year, Polak drank a 7-11
Slurpee before every game he
pitched.
"This year I haven't been
doing that," Polak says.
"Maybe I need to start doing
that again."
Polak also won't eat
breakfast on game day.
Neither will Soto.
"But that's because I don't
get up until 11 a.m.," Soto
says laughing.
Freshman
pitcher
Brandon Turner also
performs his own wacky
ritual. After throwing warm
up pitches before the first
inning, Turner will step off
the mound. Then he'll untie
his shoes, only to re-tie
them.
Don't count out shortstop
Odie Koehnke from getting
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KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE l
"If we put everything
together we can give them a
good scare 'Jo e oto s id.
It ha been aid many
times-' If only ' •e can pla
like we know ·e can.' But
thi time it mu t come true if

the Knights hope to pull off a
big game against FSU.
Everything must click for
UCF.
With five of the starting
line-up batting well above
the 300 mark, all the Knights
need to do i play up to par.
UCF will need big games
from their gun .

UCF starting pitcher
Ahern is the pick of the
rotation for the Knights.
Freshman Ahern has seen
some rough roads in his
collegiate season debut. He
has 13 decisions and has
played in 14 games. His
record is 6-7 with a 5.05
ERA. Ahern has srtuck out

67 while walking 46 in his 87
innings pitched.
The Knights must dry their
tears and forget about the

past and what could have
been. They can add that ray
of hope, the flicker of
sunshine by beating FSU
today.

in on the act. He goes to bat
wearing the same helmet
everytime. He also owns two
baseball gloves, one he uses
for games and the other for
practice.
But things get interesting
for Odie. During pre-game
batting practice, he uses a
wooden bat. In the games he
uses an aluminum bat.
Why is that Odie?
"Because if you can hit good
with a wood in practice, you
can hit good with an
aluminum in the game,"
Koehnke says.
Oh.
Polak and Soto agree that
not performing these rituals
to a tee can be hazardous.
Soto, a team captain, used to
carry his batting practice bat
to the pregame meeting with
the umpires and opposing
team captajns. He no longer
does that.
"You need to start doing
that again," Polak says to
Soto. "We've lost too many
games. "
Soto nod . He knows for a
fact how well these rituals
can work.

14, The Central Florida Future.
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The Knights starting line-up

•

.

FSU ond UCF hove met twice already this year.
Both times the Seminoles hove beaten the
Knights when we played on FSU's field. Thi
time we meet the 5eminoles on our home field
and our starting line-up is stronger than ever

LEFT FIELD
Todd Reese
Junior

CENTER FIELD
Jose Soto
Senior

SHORTSTOP
Odie Koehnke
Senior

THIRD BASE
Bobby Kiser
Freshman

D
SECOND BASE
Bobby Miller
Senior

SECOND BASE
Brian Riggin
Senior

•

DESIGNATED HITTER
Scott Underwood
Sophomore

•

WHO: UCF vs FSU

•

WHERE· UCF Baseball Complex
CATCHER
Carlos Morales
J ior

CATCHER
· Jim Walters
Se 'or

TIME: 7:00pm

DATE: Thursday

•

•

*
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End of year a time
for goodbyes and
even better times
After registering for the Summer semester, I
was tempted to write this editorial on the ordeal
that I was forced to suffer through.
However, all of you know what registration is
like, and since my editorial is not going to
change anything, I'll skip it this time.
Did you hear that UCF? Summer is almost here
and I really don't care what stupid things you do
... for a while at least.
Anyway, this is the last editorial of the semester
and I'm going to use it to recognize some people
who have been an important part of this
newspaper for some time and are moving on.
Starting out in my own office, I'd like to say
goodbye to Theresa Altomare, Donna Calloway
and Todd Lutz.
Theresa has been working for the paper for two
years. She has served as assistant art director
and in this last year, art director. The art director
is the person who makes sure all the page layouts
and things conform to our stylebook.
If you don't understand what that means, that's
all right, because we have a little trouble with it
too. And when we do, Theresa yells at us.
I know it wasn't an easy job and we sometimes
all lacked patience, but in the end we were going
in the same direction. Thanks, we'll miss you.
And Donna. We made things tough on you by
moving you in with the bidnis people. Keeping
your sanity in that office must have been tough.
Donna has been with the paper for about two
years too, first as a photographer and then as the
photography editor. She's the one who's
responsible for all of the photos in the paper,
including the ever-interesting wild art. Thanks
for not running any squirrels.
And last but not least, there's Todd. How many
positions has he held? Sports writer, sports editor,
production manager, copy editor ...
I guess we don't even have to say how much we'll
miss that kind of versatility.
From the business office we are losing Shellie
Snyder and Alan Rosenberg.
Shellie was an ad rep for a while before taking
over the abandoned position of advertising
manager. How did she do? As far as I can tell this
has been the paper's most profitable year ever.
That's pretty good. Thanks for the hard work
Shellie.
And Shellie couldn't have had the year she had
without good ad reps. She didn't just have good,
she had the best. Alan Rosenberg has only been
an ad rep at the newspaper, but boy has he been an
ad rep. If there were figures to check I b~t you'd
find that he has sold more advertising than any
other ad rep ever. Good luck in the marriage, Al.
That's it for this editorial and this year. Have a
safe and happy summer and we'll see you soon.
Don Wittekind
Editor in Chief

~he Central Florida Future
~!:::25000, Orlando, FL 32816 (305) 275-2601 or 275·2865

Editor In Chief
Managing Editor
Copy EdJtor
News Edttor
Sports Editor
Features Editor
Photo Editor
Art Director

Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Production Manager
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Gone To Pot
Editor,
I recently read with disdain
the
comments by Don
Wittekind, the "Kamikaze
Columnist", concerning the
actions and motives of a 12year-old child that recently
turned in her parents for "pot"
smoking. His further comments
went on to endorse the
recreational use of drugs and
suggested that law enforcement
turn children away if they
should receive any such calls in
the future.
First of all, does. Mr.
Wittekind really believe that
this child, or any child~en for
that matter, turn their parents in
for drug use to get revenge?
What kind of home life do you
think a . parent that openly
breaks the laws of our society
without remorse can provide for
a child? What type of adult is
this child going to grow into?
Although I may not be ''hip" as
defined by Mr. Wittekind, I am
open-minded. I understand and
can appreciate the conflict over
the use of marijuana, but the fact
remains that its use, as well as
the use of other "recreational"
drugs, is illegal and is outside
the parameters of what our
society is willing to accept at the
present time. I think it goes
without saying that a child
should not be raised in an
environment
were
such
activities condoned by the
child's role model. It is difficult
enough now for a child to grow
up without the added burden of a
parent on drugs.
I find it quite disturbing that a
newspaper can condone a
columnist who comments on
such serious matters in such a
flippant manner as Mr.
Wittekind. I think it reflects
poor judgment as well as poor
journalistic ethics.
Tim J. Wedding
Criminal Justice

Keystone Cops?
Editor,
I am writing this letter because
of an incident that happened
between the UCF police and

myself on Saturday, April 18. I or I would bust you right now."
am appalled at the lack of
professionalism and personal Well, the cops left, I had my
conduct displayed by them.
ticket and I was outraged at the
The incident occurred about lack of justice I received and the
12:30 Saturday afternoon at the abuse of authority displayed by
UCF pool where I work. I saw two "UCF's Best." These guys must
police officers standing outside have been the cream of the crop at
the gate of the pool. They were the police academy. Come on
asking where the owner o~ a .car guys, even I know that you can't
was that fit my car's description. give someone a traffic
I told them I was the owner and infraction without positively
they told me t? follow them. (I identify~ng the driver of the
knew I was m trouble now, vehicle (and the vehicle) that
because I was obviously committed the infraction.
illegally parked.) But the first
thing they asked me .w:is how The next day the police
long ago I was dr~vmg on department told a third party that
campus. I told them I JUSt came I admitted to the above
into work about noon (12:02 infractions and that it was four
acc.ording to my time .card) stop signs I ran, not two as
which was about 20 to 30 mmutes previously stated. So let's get this
straight. A police officer
ago.
~en. I told them that, Officer observed me speeding down the
W~1ss JUSt about exploded. He road and sliding around
said that he needed to go ahead corners and running four stop
~~d ~rrest me and take ~e to signs. He then gave pursuit with
Jail right now. I was mortifi~d, lights flashing but I somehow
what had I done? Officer Weiss eluded him while he was in hot
said that 10 minutes ago a car pursuit. Then 1 O minutes later
fitting the descrip~ion of mine after I had already been at work
(but he had no license plate for 23 minutes I was
number t.o m.ake a positive l.D.) apprehended, charged with
was spmnmg out around careless driving and almost
comers, ran two stop signs and arrested.
was clocked going 37 mph. He
further went on to say that he I can't believe that the
c?ased me with his flashing blue Administration is bringing
hghts on, ~d that I took off and these kind of police officers over
outran hm~. I the~ told the to our campus to whip us into
officer that it couldn t ha~e been shape. Are the driving
me because I came straight to conditions that bad on campus?
work and that I wa~ unaware I These new police officers are
had ran any stop signs or was taking the law into their own
speeding. O~cer Weiss. then hands and have no regard for
wen~ back to his car, town~ !Ile standard operating procedures.
a ~1ck:t for careless dnvmg At the rate they're going
w~1ch is a $50 ~e and three someone is going to end up
pomts. At that time another getting hurt and it will probably
officer started talking to me. He be the stud~nts and the school's
told
me
that
UCF's image.
administration wants to crack
down on student driving habits.
Glenn Dial
He said he was brought over
Finance
from the Orange County
Sheriffs Department last
December as part of a get-tough
program on "you kids that drive Letters to the Editor must be
like you own the road." He typed and include the author's
pointed out to me that he was a signature, major and phone
"real cop" and was used to number. Letters are subject to
giving out tickets, unlike UCF's editing and become the
regular police force. Then he copyrighted property of The
told me "you look like a good kid Central Florida Future.
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ACROSS
1 Swiss river
4 Get up
9 Moccasin
12 Falsehood
13 Cast a ballot
14 Mohammedan
title
15 Talks idly
17 Seesaw
19 Challenged
21 Neither
22 Pronoun
24 Declare
26 Memorandum
29 Rabbits
31 Encountered
33 Negative
34 Teutonic deity
35 Soak up
37 Cover
39 Greek letter
40 Stitch
42 Bow
44 Hauled
46 Arabian
chieftain
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48 Fruit seed
50 Sagacious
51 Lamprey
53 Communion
plate
55 Unite securely
58 Margin
61 Possessed
62 Passageway
64 World War II
agency: init.
65 Bitter vetch
66 Secret agents
67 Marry

DOWN
1 High mountain
2 Ventilate
3 Schoolbook
4 Declare
5 Flowers
6 Kind of type:
abbr.
7 Deposit
8 Paradise
9 Sponsor
10 Mature

e.

11 Vehicle
16 Domesticates
18 Vast age
20 Obstruct
22 The ones here
23 Seraglio
25 Still
27 Heavy volumes
28 Musical study
30 Offspring
32 Small child
36 Burst
38 Strength
41 Handles
43 Plunge
45 Opening in wall
47 Crimson
49 Article of
furniture
52 Meadows
54 Pedal digits
55 That woman
56 Paddle
57 Rend
50 Female sheep
60 Free of
63 Spanish for
"yes"
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KEEPING IN [F@©lW®
· Sometimes by letting
down your guard, by letting

~o~~. ~~~c~;r~!~f ~o~~iust

I

battle can be lost in the end. ~:J
All the motivation is lost.
! ~!~
There's not a thing to show ·~:~;= . ·.
for all that hard work. By
.i~i~\.

2) Nutrition - your car
doesn't run when it's

~~~~fE~~~~~i~~T~g~
that are good for you).'
3) Sleep - depriving
yourself of sleep is one
of the easiest ways to

~:~~~~~i~~i~~~:E~~~i1~ ri~:~;1rj~:

vital that you Jjhi~g:'='strnitlg .. '.' '~
Unfortunate!S?·, ttj@ago
M~

-~~!~f·~~ ~F

~a¥~rct§,e /t,pe better you
uS~fllly:: te~.Lafterward.

,-~jruiHe~wY1

quite easy td,;ilit.mit[h~P~\Q.e
~~!
.l~!Op,pini~!TI - this ties it
whole semes\~.r f~l:~i!,~~~\!:~~~·~~- ~~ .-.·~$;:~t~tftgQeth~t. A positive
course of a fevtda~b,,)n ·~~~~~t*\~~~1*~'" oy!.Jpok will not only
order to aviod tnis .,,,,4\i=w~'j'''''''''''''.,.,_l,.,., , , , , , ;:;: J~tf.fake those trying days
treacherous trap you neeff:;:;: :=;.r: : : : ;:·:·:···· seeth shorter, it
to keep a clear head. Some ,:~~~~~:<'\ cbmplements everything
~l
you do. Congrat
of the ways to do so are:
1) Time management ..
:
yourself on what you
schedule yourself to
have done and
get the most out of
~
concentrate on what's
each day. Time for
~[~
ahead.
work, time for play.
~

I

..---------~·.···~·'"·---··-······~·-·-···

Summer's just around the comer, folks. This
week could make or break most students'
grades. Focus in on what you need to do to
make it through; self-centeredness is good in
this case. Good luck!

BY DarJfl
• Bf0Wfl

-

PRESENTED BY THE
UCf STUDENT HEALTH
lk WELLNESS CENTER

281-5841
• "FOR ~ ONLY; WHAT EVERY
MATURE WOMAN NEEDS TO
KNOW ABOUT HER HEALTH"
12 Noon - 1 p.m., Health Resource Ctr.

APRIL 28: Osteoporosis; who's at
risk?

NURSES
NOTES

• Check for and remove stinger
if present
• Apply household ammonia or
paste made from water and
commercial meat tenderizer
• Apply ice
• Seek immediate medica1
attention if any change
occurs with swallowing or
breathing

Alpha Tau Omega
Hey ATO It has been a great year for the
Tausl
Congratulations
to all our
graduating seniors and most of all best
of luck to our soon to be Ma & Pa Kettle.
Alan&Jennl.
Delta Tau Dena

The Dells remind the athletes of UCF
that their talent and brawn can be
challenged at our first annual Delt
Wresttlng classlc Sat. April 25 In the UCF
gym. Contact Mike at 282-0)65 0< Biii at
658-8818. All weight classes will wrestle:
Freestyle or Greco-Roman. Sponsored
by USA Wres111ng. Awards will presentedll
Concessions and T-shirts win be sold.

ew split lever home. 2 ml from UCF. resp
male needed for surrvner or perm
( college grad preferred) features: own
room / 2-car garage I washer I dryer I
mcro I fireplace I hi-fi VCR I TV I stereo I
new tum I pool. deck. hot tub planned
f 0< summer. S250 month + l /3 bills.
Available May l. 679-7645 for info.

Light Delivery need ca fie ble
paid do 896-9434.

Graduating? Great! Put yourself In a new
or used car with 90-days deferred
payments. To qualify d ial 678-1717 and
ask for Biiiy Betterton.
1977 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme PS.
PB. Pi/II and more. Perfectly running and
stereo/HI-Fi. Leaving Orlando to Study
abroad. M~t sell to pay for trip. Asking
only $2750. Call Dan at 699-6839.

Non-smoker wanted to share 2b 2 l /2 b

townhouse at Cambridge Circle. close
to UCF-available on or before June l.
pl~

1976 Honda CMc. 5 speed. good cond.
great gas mileage, runs excellent. $1000
coll tv1ark 273-0275

1/2 utilities.

Share 3bd 2bth w/d 2ml. From UCF
$180/mo + 1/3 util. Avail. May nonsmokercall Bob[fed 277-0320.

T-3000 Wilson tennis racket + AM-FM
Toyota car stereo radio. Both like new.
Best reasonable offer.
w) 273-2300 x 194/days/ or h) 658-1828/
6pm-midnite nltes or anytime wknds/ask
for Levi Strauss.

Female
roommate
needed
now
spacious apt with your own bedroom
and both 5225 + l /2 util Call Michele 2739663.
College Democrats
For Information on College Democrats.
please con 43.56 or 4277.

Omicron Dela Epsilon
The Economics Honors Society open to
all students with on Interest in
Economics. For more Information call
Rob Alexander at the Economics
Department275-2465.
UCF Alkldo Club
Japanese
fine
art self defense
coordlnatton mental and physical
training. Classes Mon Wed Fri 7-9 pm Sat
9-11 am sun 1-3 pm Multipurpose room
Education Bldg.
Pl Sigma Epsilon
Starting tv1ay 11 th and continuing
throughout the summer. Our meetings
will be held the 2nd and 4th Monday of
each month at 5 p.m. The place will be
announced shortly.
UCF Moo Duk Kwan/Toe Kwon Do Club
wlll be forming FREE COED beginners
classes starting Moy 11. Classes will be
held Mon and Wed nights 8:30-10:30
p.m. In the MPR In the Education Bldg.
Call Louis at 331-7415 or Kevin at 2818492.
Association of United States Army
membership Is open to all students with
an Interest for a strong national defense.
For more Information. contact James
Bradley or Richard Diaz. Call 275-2430
for more lnf0<matlon.
Pl Sigma Epsilon
Congratulations to all rn:E award
wlnnersll Also. a fond farewell to Song
and all our graduattng seniors. Good
luck with finals everyone!! Have a great
Summerlll

1111,lllfl
Share 3bdrm/2ba house. l mile from
UCF $190/mo + 1/3 until. Avail May 1. 2823614 eves/wkends.
Very responsible non-smoker: 2 bed/2
bath. nearby; 220/mo.-Jo 273-6436
tv1ale roommates needed for furnished 2
bedroom 2 both duplex has microwave
dryer, paddle-fans, $160/mo. 1/4 utilities
ca" Forrest or Hal. 273-5333.
To share house. 2 miles to UCF. Must
have reference from the church pastor
$200/month call 282-2440

19· color T.V. w/antenna. good cond.
560 or best offer. Coll x4287 or x42 l 8.

••ttt41

Waterbed queen size mattress for sale
$25671-7293.

VW Sandrall 1835 cc 90 Smm clma
pist/cyl dual 40mm carbs nearly str legal
$1700 very quick 658-2542.

Tired ot Apt Life?
3 bed 2 both with single garage
furnished and very clean all appliances
and washer dryer. Walk to UCF all for
5575.00 260-0782 Broker/owner.

1977 Pontiac Lemons. Good condition.
+gas mileage AC-AM/FM - 6 cy. 2 door
750.00 call 275-6451 after 3.
1982 Suzuki GS650F New In 86 New
Michelin vrate tires only 1600 miles 6584548 Todd.

Available Immediately near UCF l bdr
l bth 5295 2bdr/1 bth $400 425-0470
Fox Hunt Lones Town house 2 bedroom 2
both with washer and dryer. One month
FREE rent with 12 month lease.
5500/month $500 dep. Mark 365-7 361.

VCR remote control digital New $130 12
speed crulserw/lock 130 658-2542
Townhouse 2br/2b, furnished, 1 mile to
UCF. $52,900. 850-8881or351-5656.

FURNISHED condo, 5 mi UCF. share
w/professlonal male. Put rm/both.
amenities. NICE. Mature male or female
OK. S215. 1/2 elec/pho. No pets. Avail.
May 24 645-5706.

1979 Toyota Calica
condition 658-2628.

Liftbock

good

1981 Honda Civic 1500GL Hatchback,
and
perfect
condition-body
performance. 5 speed. tint. fogs. new
black point. $450 Pioneer Kea880
Stereo Inc, 40 MPG w/great power.
Sharp car/must see. $3200 080. Call lain

Duplex for rent 2 bdrm/2 both
washer/dryer. a/c. 1/2 mlle to UCF Rent
negotioble--282-8608 aft 6 p.m.

658-6077.
Family patio 3/2 home In Nearby
Sunbursts Addn, off Univ Blvd, yard
fenced. blinds. screened porch. double
garage, 5585/mo. utll deposits paid call
657-4781 ever)S.

1968 Chevrolet Camara w/1964 'Vette
327Cl/375HP Race eng. dual exhaust.
new paint, no rust, mag wheels, 4sp ps,
pb. 2nd owner, must sell, this Is a
beautiful automobile! Letting go for
$3500, Buyers only- 365-1078.

2br 2 1/2 bath apt wash I dryer/
microwave take over lease from May till
Aug $420 month near cam~. 658-2542

For sale dresser $25, night stand 520,
stereow/stand $50 call 679-7374.

Quest Apts 2 bedrm 2 both opts for rent
loaded. summer rates, 1st month 5200
regular $425 beds if needed call Jason
281-4712.

Used furniture. good condition, cheap
sofa bed. chairs. dinette. bookcase etc.
All mustgoforgradl Call275-1573

Large one bedroom apt for rent. 5 min
walk form Univ. $275 per month ph 6581638.
Duplex for rent 2 bdrm-2bthrm
washer/dryer. dishwasher. mini/verticals
Close to UCF $390 mo call days 290-091 l
after6 p.m. 862-3188.

Hlelp earn $1000 weekly, stuffing
envelopes at home. Start Immediately
write: Hamilton Mailers, 5471 lake Hawe! I
Road. Suite 128. Winter Par\<. Florida
32792

1 Month FREE RENT - New Units
$200.00 Security Deposit
No Application Fee
Pool A Heated Jacuzzi
2 & 3 bedrooms with 2 full baths
washer/dryer hook-ups, mini-blinds
UCF/Martin Area
student and Famlty Sections
SUssex Place

Expanding retail firm Is looking for full and
part time summer sales help. No
experience required. Days. nights. and
weekends hours available. Hourly plus
commission average pay SS.OD to
$10.00 per hour. Great summer job fo r
college students. Recreational Factory
Warehouse 291-1604 Mr. Martin.

~
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Con you test and sell stereo. TV. amps.
general musical merchandise? CaU us
about part time work. Happy Hocker
Pawn Shoppe. 678-1400.

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
ROYAL PRESTIGE

Seeking students to help supplement its
summer work force.
Car earn $300 a week
Scholarships Available
For further Information coll today:
767-8395
Responsible.
high-paying
day-<:are
position for 2 children ages 11 & 9 hours
2:30 to 6 p.m. M-F thru June 6.
Negotiable hours for summer. Long-term
job potential. 10 min from UCF campus.
Transportation & references 849-2374 (85); 657-7136 (after6 p.m.)
SUMMER WORK
Looking for 5 studenls to work with
$375/wk plus excellent work experience
for resume. Independent students that
IIke to travel call #275-7804.
Earn up to 51000 weekly. stuffing
envelopes at home. Send SASE to:
Worldwide Mailers. 4270 Alamo Ave ..
Suite 124-5 l C Winter Park. FL 32792.

Summer Job A.W.O.L Travel, Inc.
Is looking for an lntelllgent person to
train as a reservatlonst for the summer.
Destination
and/or
computer
knowledge will be considered h,
selecting the right person. Job Includes
free week of training In Atlanta at Delta
Air Lines. Position Is open from Mid-June
to Mid-August. Call Dick Feinberg at 3658811 to arrange an Interview.

ta.111iitl!I
ABORTION
SERVICES.
birth
control
Information. pregnancy tests and
counselllng. VD screening. low cost.
confldentlal services and general
anesthesia. 898-0921
Central Florida Women's
Health Organization
Financial aid for college Is available
RESULTS GUARANTEED! Call 1-800-USA1221 ext0627
JANUS CAREER SERVICES
Let us direct your career search. Resumes - Interviews - testing - support
until employed. Call 628-1090.
Free pregnancy testing confidential
abortion education. support groups.
community referrals. 9-5 weekdays 10-2
Saturdays. 648-2701 make an Informed
decision.
HYPNOSIS for memory improvement.
relaxation. bad habits. Insomnia. sports
perfection. Free consultation and
special student rates. Bill Hansen 3654743or679-0595.

lYPI G. Fast. oecurote reosono
Close to comp~. Co Bern 282-4168
PROFESSIONAL TYPI G

•One mile from UCF Campus•
All types of student documents. Some
day service available. IBM letter quolity
word processing.
Fast • Professional •Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Excellent
typing/word
Editing. Theses. 273-7591.

Resumes and cover letters
Designed I Revised /Typed-657-0J79
Executive word proceulng services
Term
papers.
theses,
resumes,
manuscripts. 15 yrs experience. Pickup/delivery
service
available.
Academic needs may by professional
typist. 15% student discount 24 hour
message center 27 7-0329
Typing
services
In
my
home.
Reasonable. Call Ruth Richards - 89471t:IJ.
1YPING - accurate typing from your
copy. Resumes. term papers. notary. 8764126.
Fast efficient typing. Good Rates! 2miles from campus. Call 657-3502.
Need anything typed? Call Jean at 6282608. Sl .40/pg.
Typing term papers. reports. letter
reasonable. Call Dot 293-9536 or 8512971.
Typing - Don't sacrifice the personal
touch! 21 years experience. Perfection
rny specialty. Thesis expert call Susie 2732300 days 647-4451 eves.
Typing: Accurate. fast. 50¢ per dble sp
pg. Also WP. 678-5510-24 hr.

l fifllll4Dl l
Wanted Softball players mens C League
Winter Park Tues nites call John 869-7014.
Cinderella,
The summer Is going to be a long one
without you, I will really miss you.
Remember though. I am just a phone
callaway. I loveyoul!I
LoveKar1B.
A toast to my friends at UCF:
"Champagne to my real friends. and a
real pain to my sham frlenm. •
Tom Anslow
Looking for 3 co-eds for final fling before
Alon Rosenberg's May 17th Wedding.
·and
Applicants
send
pictures
appropriate Information to The Central
Florida Future.

M.

FAST lYPING SERVICE
Quick Professional Services. All work
prepared
on
commercial
word
processors for error free neatness. We
use IBM Equipment Letter quality printer
not dot-matrix. Free rough drafts and
revisions. Same day. weekend and
overnight service available. Over 14.500
satisfied students. Coll 671-XIJ7

Where The Sun Always Shines!

~

TANNING SALON
Distributors of Wolff Sun System _

I
I
I
I
I

HeyAll.
Hope that you did O.K. on your thesls.
Thanks for the interesting semester In Egn

Eco.
Rick.
Thanks for my Easter Basket. I'll miss you
this summer. Don't be such a bear.
LoveClmbo

5 Visits for

$24.95
10°/o Discount with
U.C.F. l.D.

1------------------~

• •'lOp · t' · ~rtPnc~ our t' ~
AC'l -. 1A: ' .\GE Ta hlt>. bl n -.11 F l< H

TOWER PLACE

1st Visit

10376 E. Colonial Suite 113

FREE

East of E. W. Expy. & W. of Alafaya

282-6042
!.....

•

I Coupon Expires May 10, 1987

• Keep a Dark. Rich Tan .\II Year
• Clean. afe. ~ o Burning
• PrivatE' R m. and \tu It

MON.- FRI.: 9A. .-9P.
SAT.: 9A.M.-5P.
SUNDAY: 12P. .-6P.M.

processing.

The cat's nose Is cold. I need money
and I miss you terribly.
Love Cindy

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAKI
Tan the WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
I

~

~

Top $ paid daily phone persons will train
flexible
896-9434.

281-6393

~tAsria

cash

Fraternity or Sorooty fundroising 8%9434.

Female roommate needed to share 2
bedroom opt minutes from UCF. $195
per month plus l /2 utilities. Pool and
tennis courts. Coa 281-8303 available
Mayl .

l 987-S200 per month.
Coll 658-1537.

rn

II
.
...............................................__________________________ __
Coupon Expires May 10, 1987

Complete line of Lea Haller Makeup
..................

~:.::.:::::.:.:~~~~~..;;.~~;...
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Tan is no trend: the student body
by Lisa A. Shenkle
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

Tanning is much more than a
tourist phenomenon - it's a student's
way of life. Whether it's UCLA or
Wes tern Michigan, the scent of
coconut and aloe waft out of dorm
complexes and hover over open
stadiums. The student body is
obsessed by the quest for a knockout!
Jason Vogel, life-long practioner
' of the sport of sun-tanning and
author of The Official Suntanner's
Bible (Acropolis Books/$6.95) lends
new insight into the world of
tanning. It's the ultimate guide for
those who bask ... and don't we all?
Of course tanning in and of itself
• is important but, where you get your
tan is critical. If it's on the slopes in
Switzerland in January it's much
more chic than at a West Virginia
state park in July. Springbreaks
and summer vacations never had so
many options, so whether you're
doing the domestic or international
scene here are just a few of Vogel's
suggestions:
BEST OBVIOUS AMERICAN
BEACHES (Sw1msuits mandatory):

1. Hawaii - Everyone wants to come
here after they win the lottery.
Before you lie on Waikiki Beach,
pay homage at this natural temple.
2. San Diego, California - Can there
be too much of a good thing? o way.
San Diego has 70 miles of beaches!
3. Martha's
Vineyard,
Massachusetts - Comfortably breezy
in the summer and the scenery is
beautiful in the winter.
4. Okracoke, North Carolina - Surf
and. sun of the uncrowded outer
banks and a pristine environment.
If you miss the crowd and night life,
go to nearby Nags Head or Coquina
Beach.
5. Montauk Point, New York-This
is the place to be for the New york
tanning jet set. make sure that your
black Porshe is a convertible.
BEST FOREIGN BEACHES
1. Riviera - Worth a visti even if
you are traveling on a Eurail pass
and have to dig deep into the bottom
of your backpack for some item of
clothing that will get you on the
grounds.

2. Club Med - Amazing time no
inhibitions, and not just for doctors.
3. Tahiti - The tropical island
where businessmen go after they
abscond with the company funds.

4.Eilat, Isreal - Bring your mask
and snorkel. You won't have to wear
anything else.
5.Ios, Greece -You can live for
months on a Greek island for the
cost of a weekend in Honolulu. And
the beaches are first rate.
Despite the possible harmful
effects that the sun can have on us,
we persist in turning our skin into
saddle leather. For those who spend
365 days a year pursuing the rays
and for those who try to get that quick
fix tan in a week, Vogel has sifted
through the health reports, product
claims and beauty tips to uncover
both the real dangers and the actual
benefits derived from the sun.
The sun as a bad guy can cause
burns, premature skin aging and
increases the chances of skin
cancer. The sun as a good guy can
lower blood pressure (important for
those calculus exams), heart rate
and blood sugar, and most
importantly
increases
sex
hormones.
For those of you planning on
spending mega-hours in the sun,
here are some·valuable tips to tan by:
1. If you think you're burned, try
this little test: push the affected area
with your finger. If it creates a white
patch that quickly turns to red when

bronze
the pressure is released, then ou are
sunburned.
2. Shade can provide a false sen e of
security. Reflected light from the
ground, particulary off sand or
snow, and more potent sunlight can
still shower you with 89% of the
ultraviolet rays.
3.When choosing a sunscreen look
for active ingredients such as
paminobenzoic acid (PABA),
benzophenone,
and
PABA
derivatives such as isoamyl and
glycerol.
4.Vitamin C is important because it
helps prevent a blotchy tan. foods
high in Vitamin c include citrus
fruits, tomatoes, cauliflower,
cabbage, cucmbers, brocoli, parsley,
papaya, and strawberries.
Let's face it - with information
like this, tans don't have to be
limited to Aunt Mildred's
backyard. There are ways of
gaining that four year paid vacation
(you may already have it and if you
don't no need to worry, you still have
time). Student tanners realize that
hot weather and proximity to water
make a natt:.ral choice. Ray
reflecting ski slopes are a particual
SEE SUNTAN PAGE 20

.
AWORDFROM
"PTIHON"PISCOPO EX·WRESTLER
ABOUT MILLER LITE

"DUH"*
*TRANSLATION: A SUPERBLY BREWED. FINE TASTING PILSNER BEER.

THERE'S
ONLY ONE
LITEBIR

I
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SUNTAN
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zeal with this
crowd and non-demanding
academic loads can also
qualify a school for top
tanning status. Just a
sampling of suggested
colleges include:
1.University of California,
San Diego: Black's Beach, a
nudist's paradi~e accessible
to those who brave sand
cliffs, is located in the
school's backyard.
2.University of California,
Los Angeles: Not only should
you look like a movie star,
but it's OK to wear Vuarnets
in the lecture hall.
3.Jacksonville University,
Jacksonville Florida:
Known for very
light
academic requirements.
Most exams are true and
false or multiple guess. this
leaves a lot of time to roast on
the beach.
4. University of Colorado,
Boulder: For a strong facial
tan, the nearby slopes can't be
beat.
5. University of Miami,
Coral Gables, Florida: The
original . and
official
"Suntan U." This school's
quest
for
academic
respectibility caused it to
plummet from No. 1 on the
list.

I

But never fear - if you're a
graduating senior stuck at
MIT or the University of
Wyoming,
graduation
brings with it some bronzestar occupations. Forget
what your parents told you
about being respectable.
Being respectable never got
you a second glance at
Spring Break or your
cousin's beach house, so why
should it now? Consider the
life of a golf pro - with caddy
of course, sailing instructor,
raft renter, porpoise trainer,
Club Med host/hostess or
anything on a cruise
ship.Now don't you wish
you'd majored in General
Studies?
The Official Suntanner's
Bible: The Lighter Side of
Dark by Jason Vogel
published by Acropolis Books
Ltd. is a humorous look at
the world of suntanning.
Vogel takes us to popular
tanning spots around the
world and in ·our own
backyard. He helps us
choose our sunglasses,
determine our skin type,
offers
remedies
for
overcooked bods, and really
puts forth some very healthy
and sensible advice on
tanning booths, suntan
lotions, skin care, and all
aspects of living our lives
under the sun.
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$4.29
$5.29
$6.29

All Dinner Prices Include: French Fires, Cole Slaw & Garlic Roll
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Don't lake Your Organs To Heaven
I-leaven Knovvs \\eNeed Them Here

Serving The UCF Community
• Savings Accounts

• New and Used Vehicle Loans

• Checking Accounts

• Automatic Teller Network

• Daily Interest on
Checking & Savings

• Mastercard

the UCF
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
Located Right On Campus (across from Bookstore)

WE'RE

ERE FOR YO

275-2855
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THEATRE

Drama Academy ... that's right their own
Drama Academ . The Academy offer a
chance for young and old t o take cla e in
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the art of theatre. With all of this, ·ha s
the Guild presented "An Evening with next for CT of CF ?
Pearl," featuring that lovable misfit, Pearl
"A some poin in the near future, 1 e hope,
Bailey, as well as the Louis Bellson Band. there rill be a third theatre ( aside from
Another successful event was "Spotlight on Edyth Bush and Tupperware ), •et o be
Fashion," a fashion show by Jacobson's named', said General Manager M ry Ann
presented with a little lunch on the side.
Dean. "It , ill seat up t o 400 ( Edyth Bu h
"Something that was started this year, that seats 350). We will all be connected together
is going to be on-going, which has been an right here in one complex. The 'overall' is
excellent project is First-Nighters," says called now, and will be The Civic Theatre
Susan Straut on another fundraiser Complex."
As in any civic theatre, the actors are not
A contemporary style 250 room hotel in Orlando's Quadrangle Busin~ss sponsored by the Guild.
"It's
the
first
Friday
night
(
of
the
opening
paid.
The only paid personnel are eight
Center. adjacent to the University of Central Florida. the Central Florida
of a new show), and we have a dinner. It's staff members and a few technicians for
Research Park and only 16 miles from the Orlando International Airport.
$20 per night, and you must pay per season," each production.
Complete meeting and banquet facilities. indudinga theatre symposium. are
"We are very heavily dependent on
available wfth a fitness center. outdoor pool and running course around a explains Meherg. " The Duclos Society is
new this year."
volunteer help," Dean explains.
3o-etcre lake. Also a business center and a concierge
What exactly is a "Duclos Society?" This
Through April 26, this proud ar:ay of st~ff,
('
floor have been designed with the experienced traveler
program is an "elegant" luncheon of i:;nrh: technicians, and
volunteers will be doing
in mind. Enjoy CELEBRATIONS. ourunique
lounge~ndrestaurantwherewecelebrate
_D
that hosts a speaker on a theatre related the m ystery-come dy, Don e to Death.
y ouren1oyment.
\ \~ topic.
.
Starting on May 22, see L ittle Shop of
This theatre has come a long way, seemg Horrors as it was intended t o be-on stage !
WHERE TODAY MEETS THE FUTURE.
~-v\J\! as how they once operated out of a hanger in So c'mon, give Tom Cruise and Molly
the old McCoy Airport. Aside from the Ringwald a break for while. Enjoy the fine
programs previously mentioned, part of the taste of theatre at the Civic of Central
12125 High Tech Avenue~ Orlando. Florida 32817 • 305/275-9000
money will go to the Civic Theatre's own Florida.

FROM PAGE24
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Operated by WJ1aon Hotel Management Company, fnc. • Under ficense from Holiday Inns, Inc.

fMANAGEMENT TRAINEES

..

OptiWorld.
UCFSBest

EyewearValue.
within 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair

Special Discounts for '
Central norida Students.
University Central Florida's students are special to Opti-World.
That's why we offer any student
with a valid ID 15% off purchases at Opti-World

Orlando's Only I-Hour,
1-Sto~ Vision Center.
Only Opti-World offers professional eye exammation,
Orlando's largest selection of
frames, a complete contact
lens cente~ plus an onpremise lao staffed with
skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk in and wcilk out
with new glasses m 1ust
one hour

Three Convenient
Locations.
We're convenienfur located at
4319 E. Colonial Drive across
One Hour Servicefrom Colonial Promenade,
~en 7 Days.
2hone 894-4552, at Ashby's
A student s time is valuable
Square, one mile west of
and class schedules are hec- . Altamonte Mall, Rhone
tic.!hat's whY
788-2929 and in
wereopen7 J
Florida Plaza across
days a week
from
Florida Mall,
In addibon,
phone 851-2020.
Open MondaySaturday 10 a.m.9 pm. and Sunday
i,..:::;;::~=~I
l p.m.6 p.m.

I
;~

~

We're Frustrated...
HERE WE ARE, A WELL-RESPECTED WALL STREET
FIRM, WITH OVER 500,000 CLIENTS, OFFICES
THROUGHOUT 1HE COUNTRY, AND OVER $4
BILLION IN ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT.

~;.

~t
~,~;

Here's Why...
Our business is booming, and our sales representatives,
managers and management trainees are making more
money than ever before, but we don't have enough
people to handle all the business we can do.

1~ We need Management Trainees NOW!!
How often do you hear that, these days? Here's a
good reason to contact us now! 220 ~~~anement
Trainees have been promoted to D1vis1on Manager
since 1980, and our goal is to promote 400 more in
the next 2 years. No experience is required. We
train thoroughly.

Call or Regional Training Center at
339-5464 .

Ask for Mr. Dean
··:·"''•'•'•:•'•'•'·":·":"•'•'' '•'•'•'•'·''· .. ..... •.·. . . ... ~.·.· ·•b'"' ······ ········ ··. ...... ........... .... .. ~ .... .......... '•'•'• •.. ................... ····.·..:,..•.••',•,-..

Kaplan
LSA T PREP ...

BE OVER 40
& LOVE IT!
No matter what your age, if you plan on going to law
school a score over 40 can put spring in your step!
Yo~ see, candidates who score between 40 and 48 on
the new Law School Admission Test enjoy the best
chance of being accepted to the law school of their
choice and going on to practice with top firms or
corporations.
At the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, 1.SAT
preparation is a fine art. So much so that Kaplan has
more "over 40's" grads than any other test prep firm in
the Isn't
nation.
that just the test egde your
law career deserves?

KAPLAN

I

®

SlANLEYH KAPlANfDUCATIONAl QNTER lTD

The worlds leading
test prep organiz.ation.
Call Days, Evenings. Even Weekends

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL

(305) 678-8400
Classes begin May 5th
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But the overwhelming
message
the two are trying to
FROM PAGE23
get across is that the world
needs to live together - like
observations of world 'a tribe.
affairs.
Songs like "Hold Back the
Grade:ANight," "She Sends Shivers"
This
record is available
and "Billy Fury" are more
on the personal side.
at Peaches Records.

Don't Drink and Drive.
Your life may depend on it.

Our undergraduate officer comrnis.tjoning program
gives you the opportunity to get more than a B.A. or B. .
It gives you a chance to get a career started plus:
• F.arn $100 amonth during the school year
• lets you take civilian flying lessons
•As a freshman or sopho-

more, lets you complete your
basic training during two six-

week swnmer sesfilons

• leis you get in line for one of our graduate programs
as a junior
So, if you're looking for a chance to lead, check out th
Marine Corps undergraduate officer pro-

gram. You could start off making more
than $18,000

~~~

&mad~ ~~~m

in Jeaderibip.

llele/oOOni&••#""i-
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See Captain Haley and MGYSGT Slocumb April 28-30
outside the Knight's Den or call 1-800-432-2061

April 23, 1987
Dear Students,
Well, this is it, another year, another president. Almost a year ago, I promised to make this the best year in the history
of Student Government. I spoke of increased community awareness of the University and more student involvement. The only
question left to answer is whether or not I put my money where my mouth was.
The one area that I feel confident about is that this has been the best year for the University as a whole. I would like to
believe that Steve Cady, the Student Body Vice President, the other Student Government officers and myself played a part in
the success of the year.
Our campaign platform spoke about various issues on campus.
to address them.

Below you will find many of those issues and what we have done

We pledged support for club sports. With the help of Athletic Director Gene McDowell, both the Crew Team and Water Ski Team
are being guaranteed funding for years ahead. This is as opposed to previous years when these teams have had to beg Student
Government, not Knowing whether or not they would be in existence next year.
We pledged support for increased campus security. Through our lobbying efforts in Tallahassee the police department received
several new patrol positions. In addition to this we also provided funding to keep the SEPS program fully staffed. Along
these same lines it was our lobbying in Tallahassee that is providing staffing in the library that will help them increase
operating hours .
We assisted in the homecoming Beach Boys concert that brought many people from the community to a UCF event for the first
time . We also produced half a dozen public service announcements on behalf of the University that will be aired on both
network and cable TV.
While campaigning we ran into a large group of people who wanted to see improved facilities over by the recreational services
area. In a few weeks, they should be putting up the lights and fixing up the courts out by the basketball and volleyball
courts. We have also worked with the athletics department and are making plans for a new weight room to be added when the
Field House is built.
Most of all we promissed to represent you in a professional and positive manner. There were some pretty tense moments this
year between the administration and the students. At one point I had Dr. Colbourn pretty ticked off at me. But then again,
we are not supposed to always agree. The end result was an increased awareness of the students on the part of the
administration. The third floor of the administration building is very much aware that their actions will be constantly
watched and effective communication is a must if the University is to prosper.
If I had it all to do again, I suppose I would do some things different. But then again, you know what they say about hind
sight and forsight. My only hope is that those who follow e will learn from my experiences and enjoy more successes than I
have.
This has tru y bee the finest ti e in the history of the University of Central Florida to be a student.
prive l edge to at end UCF with a
of yo and serve as yo r president.
Best of

uc. to

a~ l

It has been my

of yo'.

s · cere l y,
Office of Student
Body President

•
•
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aupn eaves other art·st's shado s Ca endar
•
by Randy A. Sofas
CE
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Bernie Taupin, Tribe fRCA)_ • ame
any song by Elton John from the '70s
and early '80s. Chances are, whether it
was a hit or not, Bernie Taupin either
wrote it or co-wrote it with John.
Apparently, Taupins one of those
immensely talented people who hides
behind a celebrity never realizing his
own potential - or never wanting to.
Somebody finally convinced or told
Taupin he could sing, and on Tribe he
proves he can. Taupin's voice is lean
and pristine. He never strains to reach
notes, probably because his range is
fairly wide to begin with. According to
liner notes, Taupin solely contributes
vocals to this, his first release. Of
course, this leaves no explanation for
the fact that he's pictured on the album's
back cover holding a guitar.
As far as the album goes, Taupin has
shown he can make it on his own.
early every song has something
going for it. one are trite.
Aside from just assembling a set of
fine music on Tribe, Taupin, along
with producer/co-writer Martin Page,
has written thoughtful lyrics concerned
with global matters. The words make a
good case for the team as first-rate

lyricists.
ot only are the lines
insightful, they're smcere. The
listener has no trouble believing their
intent when Taupin sings.
For instance, in "Friend of the Flag,"
the vocalist has rediscovered his pride
for America. He says, "There's people
live in fear I Of a sickle and hammer I
I was born for the ensign I ow I ave
that Yankee banner." Gee, I think he's
talking about more than tools in that
second line. An upbeat tempo, a
patriotic theme - although he's not
completely gung-ho for this country's
ways - and a catchy melody make this
song a strong candidate for radio
airplay.
But don't get the wrong idea about
Taupin and Page. Their lyrics don't
make them akin to Bruce Springsteen
or John Cougar Mellencamp thankfully. He's critical of the United
States as well.
In "Conquistador," Taupin and Page
compare this country's foreign policies
to the actions of those Spanish
conquerors of the 16th century. There's
no question about their feelings toward
the matter. Taupin sings, "Oh they laid
down the Incas I You lay down the law I
So hungry for more like Conquistadors
I Whatta ya fighting for."
On the album's second track
"Corrugated Iron," Taupin sings of

racism and civil strife in the "heart of
Johannesburg/' Sou h
Africa.
According to the vocalist and his cowriter, corrugated iron is what the
oppressed people of that nation li ·e in,
Ii ve on and die in. At the end of the
song on the lyric sheet is a message to
the listener: "Support the drive to free
elson Mandela.
rite Amnesty
International USA."
At this point, something must be said
about the fantastic work of drummer
Craig Krampf on Tribe. He uses a
percussive effect that makes the drums
sound like corrugated iron is being
played. It works well for the song,
obviously, and provides some change
from the normal rythmn approach.
Kram pf s playing on the rest of the
album is noteworthy as well. He
frquently inserts such unique fills that
you wonder whether or not your needle
might be tracking correctly. At least, it
always keeps the listener interested.
"The
ew Lone Ranger" and
"Desperation Train" continue the
songwriting team's commentary on
international affairs. And "Citizen
Jane" criticizes the media. But don't be
turned off by all of this editorializing
on their part, because they don't preach.
Like Bono of U2, they simply make
SEE A~UM PAGE 22

The Enter a·nmen Complex Of Centra F o(da

• CIVIC IlIEAlRE
The Ci ;ic Thea re of Cen ral
Florida proudly announces i
bird annual
ini-Serie
Playwrigh s Compe ition. The
winning playwright's ork ·n
be produced as one of the plays
offered in the 1987-88 • ·-Serie
season and he playwright will
a arded 350. To be co idered,
the play must have been written by
a Florida playwright, be a full
length ork and may not have
been professionally produced. It
may be a musical or non-musical,
but may not be a children's play.
Plays must be reached at the Civic
Theatre by June l. For
information contact the Civic
Theatre at 896-7365.

• THE BUCKINGHAMS
The Buckinghams, famous for
such hits as "Kind of Drag,•
Susan• and
ercy, Mercy,
ercy,• will be featured in the
April 30 Sunset Serenade at The
Peabody Orlando. Tickets to the
concert afrom 6 to 10 p.m. on the
recreation deck, are 4 and are
available at the door. The Peabody
Orlando, located at 9801
International Drive is accross the
street from the Orange County
Convention/Civic Center.

•PINE CASTLE CENTER FOR
THE ARTS
Enjoy a free band concert at the
Pine Castle Center of the Arts, on
May 2 at 7:30 p.m. Under the
direction of one of Orlando's
favorite orchestra leaders, ick
Russo, will be a group of
America's best big band
musicians. The Concert is made
possible by a grant from the
Orlando Musicians Union.The
setting for this evening of music
is the Center's charming
oldfashioned gazebo.

• SOUTHER

BALLET

THEATRE
On May 8, at the Bob Carr
Performing Arts Center, Southern
Ballet Theatre will close its 86-87
season w:ith an evening of Ballets
featuring American composers
and American choreographers.
The performance will start at 8
p.m_ and tickets a.re available at
all Select-a-Seat outlets, the Bob
Carr or by calling Southern Ballet
theatre at 628-0133_
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FREE
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•A LANTIC CENTER FOR
'llIEARTS
The
lantic Center for the Arts
presents Other
eapon.s, a
dramatization in dance on April
24 and 25 at 7:30 p.m.. Other
eapons will be performed in the
ACA ampitheartre. Suggest
contribution
is
$3. For
reservations caJl (904) 427-0975.

Mystery-comedy has quick pace
and sharp wit at Civic Theatre
by Dave Schlenker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

her in ar.y other role.
Jessica's equally thirsty
husband and
writing·
partner, 'Whitney, was
portrayed by Palmer
Cudgemann . almer was
strong in· the part, yet often
eemea wisure of the
development
of
his
chaxracter. Terry Hill was
c-harming as Mildred Z.
Maxwell, the critical, old
writer that seemed to be the
by only one that was able to keep
head. Brad Benedict,a
vuuD~lll·th a taste for writing
y,spy novel was brought
·o life by Tim eBaun.This
entle-man'
t emendous
e ergy and t ent made
Br d one of the most likeable
ccharacters
the show
Fi ally, the last of t
lova
quintet is the
eccentric, old
o.dneY.
Duckwo th, played by Bob
Niemyer. Rodney was
truely my favorite of the
bunch, for the wonderful
creativity of )11·. Niemyer
made Rodney strong funny,
and pathetic ... all at the
sa e time.
The rest of tne cast also
deserved
the
hearty
standing-ovation received
o
opening-night. Three
cheers for Danno Sullivan

for his portrayal of Jason
Summers, the talk-show
host, corpse, and sister of
Jason (you've really got to
see the show to believe it).
Barbara Blake and Joe
Monserrat seemed to have a
blast with their roles as the
suspicious
servants.
Michelle Hamel,
athy
Grandon, Greg. Thompson,
and especiall~
Ron
McDuffie were gr t in heir
cameo parts as we .

on
a
sequence.·
Director, Michael Fortner
has done a glorious job,
although his task was
probably much easier with
such worthy cast and crew.
Special Mention should also
be made about the set. My
advice to you when seeing
Done to Death: keep a close
eye on the display above the
fireplace. Curious ? There is
only one way to findou t ... see
the
show!

Culture found in 60th season
by Dave Schlenker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTUR_E

I. don't know about you, but I'm getting a bit
irate with hearing "there's nothing to do in
this town." I hear it everywhere: the movies,
on campus, and even at Orlando concerts.
What exactly are they looking for? Real
quality entertainment is what they seek,
why don't they expose theirselves to a little
culture and spend an evening with the Civic
Theatre of Central Florida.
The Civic Theatre is celebrating their 60th
season of bringing quality entertainment to
the Orlando area. Its complex is located in
Loch Haven Park and is actually the home
of two stages : the Edyth Bush Theatre and
the Tupperware Children's Theatre.
Edyth Bush, being the main stage, has
presented such favorites as Barnum, A
Chorus Line, Amadeus, Pirates of
Penzance, and many more, including
classic m¥steries and dramas. It seems

each year has brought further success for the
theatre, and this year is no exception, as the
organization's own Civic Theatre Guild has
raised almost $20,000 to be allocated towards
the theatre's many needs.
"The Guild started in '68," said Guild
President Jane Meherg. "There was an
auxillary prior to that."
The Guild has pledged to donate more than
$5,000 to the Civic's Theatre for Young
People building fund. This program
displays six professional touring
companies, as well as two locally produced
plays a year. TYP has been one of the
theatre's successful offsprings.
With the help of dedicated volunteers, the
Civic Theatre Guild has been one of the
theatre's main financial supporters.
"They (the guild) had about 36 members,
and now they have over 200, " Marketing
Director Susan Straut comments.
These "200 members" don't mess-around
when it comes to fund raising. In January,
SEE THEATRE PAGE 21

